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Key Digital Helps Heal the Center for Special Surgery After Electrical Fire 

Mishap 

 

— A small blaze in the surgical center’s electrical closet prompts a full updating of its video 

signal-transport infrastructure, with the latest in Key Digital components integrated by Site On 

Sound — 

 

MOUNT VERNON, NY, February 24, 2022 – The Center for Special Surgery (CSS) in Fargo, 

North Dakota, is a modern outpatient surgical facility with fully equipped operating rooms and 

private recovery space. However, its video signal-transport infrastructure was damaged last 

year by a small electrical fire, which necessitated the replacement of much of that cabling and 

other connective components. It was the ideal opportunity to completely update the setup. The 

CSS turned to locally based integrator Site On Sound to install new Key Digital products, 

including four KD-WP8 8-Button Web UI Programmable IP Control Wall Plate Keypads with 

PoE, eight KD-X2x1WDTx 2x1 4K HDBaseT PoH Wall Plate Switchers, and a total of eight 

each KD-IP922 Enterprise AV over IP encoders and decoders mounted on a pair of KD-

SMS16 Shelf Mounting Systems.  

  

“We installed KD-WP8 keypads in each of their surgical rooms, as part of the project to replace 

and update their cabling infrastructure to Cat-6 wire,” explains Paul Hagen, Lead Commercial 

Engineer for Site On Sound, noting that the setup rides on a completely separate LAN in the 

Center. With PoE (Power over Ethernet) and PoH (Power over HDBaseT) the Cat-6 cabling is 
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all that’s needed for control and signal distribution, simplifying the installation. “Now they can 

pull up video from any of the surgical suites in real time, as well as imaging such as x-rays, on 

the two or three flat-panel displays installed in each suite. The KD-WP8 keypads really 

increased the flexibility of the system for users.” And it was flexible for the integrator as well. 

Hagen notes that they were easily able to rename all of the operating keys on the wall plate to 

reflect the destinations users would be calling up, such as radiology. “Key Digital allowed us to 

customize the button interfaces for this customer, which is a great value-add for them and us,” 

he says. 

  

Site On Sound was actually updating existing Key Digital components installed several years 

ago, before AVoIP technology had become widely available. The current range of Key Digital 

products allowed Site On Sound to bring the existing facility to an entirely new level of 

operation. “We went with Key Digital for this project for the same reason we’ve been using 

them for healthcare facilities before: they’re totally reliable and let us feel very confident in 

using them in a medical environment, which is one of the most demanding applications of all,” 

he says. In fact, this updating of the existing CSS facility in Fargo is what Hagen calls “a trial 

run” for an even larger installation Site On Sound is preparing for at the customer’s new facility 

in West Fargo: a 90,000-square-foot Class A medical campus that will house multiple clinics, 

including an urgent care center, onsite pharmacy and second-floor Ambulatory Surgery 

Center, where programmability and secure operation are critical (crucially, the KD-WP8 is 

password-protected and accessible from a web browser using a virtual keypad).  

 

Hagen summarizes, “Using Key Digital products, we’ll be able to create a sophisticated and 

reliable signal-transport infrastructure there with products that offer the kind of durability 

needed in healthcare environments, where cleaning everything constantly is the norm. Key 

Digital meets and exceeds all of the standards and expectations we have of AVoIP systems, 

especially for healthcare. It’s a great choice.” 
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Photo File 1: CSS_Surgical_Room.jpg  

Photo Caption 1: Surgical suites at the Center for Special Surgery in Fargo, North Dakota, can 

easily share imagery via an upgraded AV over IP infrastructure built around Key Digital 

hardware and software 

 

Photo File 2: KD-WP8.jpg 

Photo Caption 2: Easily customized Key Digital KD-WP8 wall plate controllers provide finger-

tip selection of imaging and video sources in the surgical suites of the Center for Special 

Surgery in Fargo, North Dakota 
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Photo Caption 3: A total of eight each Key Digital KD-IP922 Enterprise AV over IP encoders 

and decoders mounted on a pair of KD-SMS16 Shelf Mounting Systems provide the 

infrastructure for facility-wide sharing of surgical imagery and other video sources at the Center 

for Special Surgery in Fargo, North Dakota 
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Photo Caption 4: Eight Key Digital KD-X2x1WDTx 2x1 4K HDBaseT PoH Wall Plate Switchers 

are installed in the Center for Special Surgery in Fargo, North Dakota ingest local sources for 

distribution throughout the Center via a backbone of Key Digital encoders and decoders 

 

 

 

About Key Digital: 

Led by digital television broadcast innovator Mike Tsinberg, Key Digital® is an lnfoComm, 

CEDIA, CES, and NAHB award-winning manufacturer of professional distributed video and 

control system equipment. Since 1999, Key Digital has led the constantly evolving AV industry 

by designing products that deliver industry-leading quality, performance, and reliability to 



corporate, bar & restaurant, digital signage, education, government, and house-of-worship 

applications. 

 

Key Digital products are designed and engineered in-house in Mount Vernon, NY. Superior 

quality, ease of-installation, and versatility are the result of strenuous research, development, 

and testing. Expertise and unparalleled knowledge have created a unique hardware-software 

suite solution ideal for the consultants, designers, and installation firms of the AV industry. Key 

Digital® is known to deliver best-in-class products based on quality, performance, and 

reliability. 

 

For more information, visit our webpage at www.keydigital.com 

 

Follow Key Digital on social media: 
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